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Drones for 
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SecuriDrone Agent: 
a faster response 
where you need it.



Welcome to your brand for security:
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Security solutions 
Made in Germany

SecuriDrone Agent

SECURIDRONE AGENT

Uncooperative drones are now one of the most common technological threats from the air. However, deploying your own 
operational drone can offer signifi cant added value, for example, in dangerous situations on the ground or for inspection 
fl ights. Integrated security concepts are therefore required. That is why it is all the more important to fi nd a partner who 
can provide you with innovative drone security solutions in all the relevant areas. 

Securiton Germany is the ideal partner for you because ...

§ we have 40 years of experience as a systems provider and application specialist
§ our scalable drone security solutions are perfectly coordinated with each other in terms of hardware and software
§ we provide genuine dome security – integrated security concepts for complete property and perimeter protection 
§ we know exactly how to incorporate your specifi c needs and requirements into our solutions
§ we can guarantee professional advice when analysing your particular security situation in terms of dangers and risks
§ we can offer servicing, such as inspection and maintenance, from a single source
§ we operate from 16 locations across Germany – we are wherever you are



Good to know: 
we can also help you 
obtain special permits 
for use of the 
SecuriDrone Agent.

Reliable in operation: 
compelling facts and fi gures 

§ Fully autonomous drone-in-a-box solution with weather-resistant hangar 
§ Take-off within fi ve seconds
§ Incident location reached in seconds
§ Size of monitored site: max. three square kilometres
§ 3D site overview and geofencing
§ Obstacle avoidance in real time 
§ High-quality video livestream
§ Full battery charge in approx. 20 minutes
§ Worldwide remote access possible
§ Automatic fl ight after alarm activation 
§ On-demand monitoring of any point within geofenced area



Drones

Weight (incl. battery)  1.56 kg

Total size (including protective guard)                  48 × 48 × 21 cm (57 cm diagonally)

Operational fl ight time Up to 20 minutes

Resistance to gusts                                            30 km/h or 8.3 m/s

Operating temperatures                                              –10°C to +40°C

Camera sensor 1080 p sensor with high sensitivity in low light

Charging time                                                                Up to 20 minutes 

Hangar

Dimensions when open 98 × 80 × 63 cm

Power supply 110 or 230 V

Run time with backup battery Up to 1 hour

Connectivity Wi-Fi and Ethernet + optional LTE modem

Operating temperatures –20°C to +50°C

All the details at a glance:
technical data  



Looking for an operational drone that is always on standby to protect your property and perimeters? Need a robotics 
solution that enables you to plan reliably and make sound decisions? Then your security team needs a new agent –  
one that flies from your central drone hangar to wherever it is needed or where there is a threat of danger.    

Once your SecuriDrone Agent is deployed, it performs the tasks you have defined for it. Put simply: it reports, monitors 
and clarifies situations. And it is extremely robust and reliable. When sensors report unauthorised persons in your defined 
controlled area using artificial intelligence (AI) and other technologies, the drone flies immediately to the specific incident 
location to clarify the situation. A continuous live stream is also broadcast to your control centre via a video link. Likewise, 
individuals are tracked fully automatically, triggered by AI.

1. Always on duty  
There are no duty rosters or sickness-related absences for  
this agent. Your SecuriDrone Agent is available 24/7 and  
supports security personnel effectively. 

2. At the scene quickly  
In hazardous situations, every second counts – and speed  
is one of the biggest advantages of the SecuriDrone Agent. 
This flying operational drone is guaranteed to get to a  
danger zone faster than a human being can. Even over  
long distances. 
  
3. Fully automated tracking 
Loaded with artificial intelligence, the SecuriDrone Agent can 
not only identify the person posing a threat, but also pursue 
them in a predefined area. Just like a real agent. It is also  
suitable for use as an active deterrent for intruders. 

4. Can be used for surveillance flights
You can also send your SecuriDrone Agent on geographically 
referenced surveillance flights to monitor specific areas.  
Manually controlled or automatically programmed – whichever 
you prefer. A fundamental feature is the centralised operation 
and monitoring, which is enabled via the drone’s integration 
into your perimeter management system – the core element  
of the overall security structure. If an alert is triggered by a 
fence or video detection, for example, a message is sent to 
the perimeter management system and the SecuriDrone Agent 
immediately flies to the coordinates of the danger zone. 

5. Ready to go right away  
You don’t have to train your new operational drone – after  
a simple installation process, it is ready to use. All you need 
are an internet connection and a power supply and the drone 
is ready to go. 

Ready for take-off: your agent  
for alarm situations and surveillance flights 

Five good reasons to 
use SecuriDrone Agent 
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